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Why Tweet?

• Concision: 140 character limit
• Real time communication
• Multiple-user interface
• Simultaneous “turn taking”
• Anonymity, if desired
- News: 3.60%
- Spam: 3.75%
- Self-promotion: 5.86%
- Pointless babble: 40.54%
- Conversational: 37.55%
- Retweets: 8.70%
First Attempts: Non-FL Classes

- @teeneyteeney fascinating music choice. It makes the fight seem religious.
- @heyfoxyrox forever the battle of big pointy sticks.
- @cagerton sunglasses? Brightness? Loud noises. Seems like a hangover to me
- @crlshtcr i'm glad daywatch opens with multiple decapitations then promptly moves to a forced abortion.
- @cagerton this guy uses tonnes of flies... Makes me like the little spider scene
- @RedRaspberry6 So they didn't have any reason to fight except that neither one wanted to move?
- @randomlove36 interesting how the dark side is shown as so animalistic with their animal skins compared to the sleek mechanical light side
- @teeneyteeney Spiders seem to appear often in this type of story.
- @heyfoxyrox without identifying as us or them, who are we?
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